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University Defense Education
Why is there a need for university “defense” education?
Nancy of Oregon: Although Moses did not write about
Chief Demon whom Phylos wrote about in An Earth Dweller
Returns. This “chief demon” has been able to convince those
in heaven that you need evil so man does not become lazy.
And his concept of evil is to have ones such as Bill Clinton to
reincarnate over and over again to torment the sons and
daughters of God lifetime after lifetime.
This is the reality.
The Bible begins at Genesis. It was written by Moses.
The Big Bang theory or any other theory is not so cogent as a
theory of evolution. The Fall of Man is what to look for as
the time we are in. We need a cogent theory for defense of
moral education. And to adopt the other theories of creation
story does not bode well for a sound defense making.
ANDREA SELESTOW: No matter how you jumble the history
and words, it comes out to this configuration. And thus,
you see all this witchcraft, séance work, demons and
configuration of forces is what you have before you.
The Sons of Jared have not been able to rise up to the
mountain of God since their fall on Atlantis. These are the
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rock musicians. They are no different now than back on
Atlantis with these long-haired ones with their long faces
and cynical outlooks.
MOSES: Who do not choose the lifestyle of Choose Life Not
Death and Destruction.
NATHAN the Judge: The Atlanteans since the Flood of
Noah have not truly learned their lesson. We then have
another flood upcoming in an hundred year, that is again,
no real recovery of the lessons learned to have been
garnered since the Fall of Man in Eden.
What however has come about is that Moses came
out with the Ten Commandments. Think then that this is
real history of evolution, not as you think of man arising
from apes.
ANDREA SELESTOW: In this configuration of forces, Moses
describes in the bible, chapter after chapter, how to get out
of this Genesis cycle although it is a long one, all the way
back to the Flood of Noah some 54,000 years ago. All the
way back to Cain slaying Abel in the working of fascism.
To date, genetic engineering is not under control
either. On Atlantis, freak creations came out of the test tube
on Atlantis to produce half-animal and half-human creations
to do the housework and farming. No, none of this genetic
engineering has changed here in 2017 from 54,000 years ago.
This is recorded by Moses. The Bible helps give us
the history and the way out. And the bible furthermore ends
with the Revelation of Jesus Christ to say what is the end of
the Four Horsemen and the dragons who war against the
Woman Clothed With the Sun.
Nancy of Oregon: The Four Horsemen describes World
War I and II. And then you have the pale horse of famine.
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You can see that until it is restored than man will live in
heaven, these are the environs you live in, requiring the
university defense education.
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